Designing and simulating realistic clothing is challenging. Previous methods addressing the capture of clothing from 3D scans have been limited to single garments and simple motions, lack detail, or require specialized texture patterns. Here we address the problem of capturing regular clothing on fully dressed people in motion. People typically wear multiple pieces of clothing at a time. To estimate the shape of such clothing, track it over time, and render it believably, each garment must be segmented from the others and the body. Our ClothCap approach uses a new multi-part 3D model of clothed bodies, automatically segments each piece of clothing, estimates the minimally clothed body shape and pose under the clothing, and tracks the 3D deformations of the clothing over time. We estimate the garments and their motion from 4D scans; that is, high-resolution 3D scans of the subject in motion at 60 fps. ClothCap is able to capture a clothed person in motion, extract their clothing, and retarget the clothing to new body shapes; this provides a step towards virtual try-on.
INTRODUCTION
Dressing virtual avatars and animating them with high quality, visually plausible, results is a challenging task. Highly realistic physical simulation of clothing on human bodies in motion is complex: clothing models are laborious to construct, patterns must be graded so that they can be sized to different characters, and the physical parameters of the cloth must be known. Instead, we propose a data-driven clothing capture (ClothCap) approach; we capture dynamic clothing on humans from 4D scans and transform it to more easily dress virtual avatars.
We proceed by capturing the garment geometry in motion on a body, estimate the body shape and pose under clothing, and segment and extract the clothing pieces. We then retarget the captured clothing to new body shapes and poses. To that end, we develop a novel multi-part mesh model and show how to segment, track, and recover garment shape from sequences of 3D scans (see Fig. 1 ).
Previous methods for 3D garment capture are not sufficiently accurate or detailed to compete with physical simulation. Existing capture methods suffer from low resolution, static shapes, simple body motions, capture only one clothing piece, or do not segment the clothing from the body. The key problems to solve include highquality capture, segmentation, tracking of surface shape, as well as body shape and pose estimation.
We address these problems by introducing a novel multi-mesh representation that we fit to sequences of 3D scans captured with a high-resolution 4D scanner ( Fig. 1 (1) ). Our method requires as input a point cloud with texture, here we used the same active stereo system as in (Pons-Moll et al. 2015a ). The multi-mesh representation is consistent with how clothing is worn, modeling the changing visibility of surfaces over time. It further allows us to address the segmentation and tracking problems in a coherent framework. In doing so we automatically segment clothing on the 4D scans using both appearance and shape information ( Fig. 1 (2) ) using a Markov random field. Given segmented garments, we fit a set of multi-part template meshes to the scans, putting them into correspondence across time ( Fig. 1 (2) ) and estimate the underlying minimally clothed shape (MCS) (Fig. 1 (3) ). Rendering the segmented clothing pieces on top of the MCS produces plausible clothing geometry with the appropriate layered appearance. Segmentation of the clothing is critical for realism in many applications.
Our philosophy shifts the focus from garment simulation to garment capture. There are many applications for this. For example, for clothing shopping, the physical garment already exists. Traditional virtual try-on involves getting the pattern from the manufacturer (which can be hard) and performing simulation on different bodies. Since the garment exists, our approach is to scan a person wearing the garment and then generalize this to new bodies.
The automatically extracted clothing meshes correspond to garments and are naturally associated with an articulated body model underneath (SMPL (Loper et al. 2015) ). This association enables us to change the shape of the body ( Fig. 1 (4) ), or transfer the clothing to a new body automatically. While the acquired wrinkle pattern may not be physically realistic, the visual appearance is sufficient for many virtual try-on applications. Given our captured garments, we can plausibly dress any real body shape. Furthermore, using the pose blend shapes of the underlying body model (SMPL (Loper et al. 2015) ) we can repose the garments ( Fig. 1 (5) ). Again, while the wrinkles may not vary with pose in a physically realistic way, the results are sufficient for many applications. Additionally, the extracted clothing provides a foundation for future work on modeling clothing dynamics.
In summary, ClothCap lays the foundation for garment modeling from data by addressing the challenging problems of garment segmentation and tracking from 4D scans. Precisely we contribute: a) an automatic method to segment 3D scan sequences leveraging a body model (Sec. 5.2), b) a multi-mesh template tracking method (Sec. 5.3) and c) a technique to retarget dynamic cloth to a new body shape (Sec. 5.4) . We demonstrate the full method by extracting several types of clothing including long pants, t-shirts, and shorts on a variety of people performing complex motions. We also show the method working for skirts, which have a different topology than the body, but this requires an additional manual step to establish the rough garment topology. We illustrate the use for virtual tryon by dressing new people, including subjects from the CAESAR dataset (Robinette et al. 2002) .
RELATED WORK
Cloth simulation. There is an extensive literature on, and many commercial solutions for, clothing simulation. At its best, clothing simulation can be photo realistic but these high-quality results come at great expense in both labor and computation.
Much of the recent work in the field is focused on how to make simulation more computationally efficient (Goldenthal et al. 2007 ), particularly by adding realistic wrinkles to low-resolution simulation (Gillette et al. 2015; Kavan et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2010) . Other approaches have focused on taking off-line simulations and "compiling" them into efficient approximate methods appropriate for real-time rendering in video games Guan et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2013) . Rogge et al. (2014) match move a 3D body model to a monocular video sequence, simulate clothing on the body, and then project the simulated garment back into the video. The method involves significant manual intervention at several steps.
Capturing cloth parameters. Accurate clothing simulation requires realistic physical parameters. Several authors measure cloth parameters and then use these in traditional simulation (Miguel et al. 2012; Wang et al. 2011) . Recent work explores getting such parameters from perceptual judgements of humans (Sigal et al. 2015) .
Several methods attempt to extract physical cloth parameters from video sequences of simple cloth pieces (Bhat et al. 2003; Bouman et al. 2013) . Bhat et al. (2003) then show clothing animated with these parameters. These methods do not look at clothing moving on, and interacting with, the body. Rosenhahn et al. (2007) formulate the problem of tracking a person and their clothing in an integrated way. Assuming a known piece of clothing they track the person and clothing while estimating a few physical cloth parameters.
The most relevant here is the work of Stoll et al. (2010) . Using a multi-camera system they capture coarse 3D meshes of dressed bodies in motion. They segment the clothing into regions of rigid and non-rigid motion, fit the articulated motion of the body underneath, and estimate the physical parameters for the non-rigid clothing region. For new motions, they simulate the non-rigid region at low resolution and then deform the original high-resolution mesh using the low-resolution simulation. The results look appealing but are only visualized from the view of the capture cameras; issues of occlusion and layering are not illustrated. While their work is the similar to ours, it differs in several ways. Most importantly they do not segment garments from each other and the body, meaning that, the clothes cannot be removed and transferred to new bodies. Their segmentation only attempts to find highly non-rigid regions for the purpose of simulating their deformations. In ClothCap we focus on segmentation of the physical garments and retargeting to new body shapes and poses.
Transfer to new body shapes. Another problem for simulation approaches is that sizing (grading) garments to new characters remains labor intensive and requires expertise in garment design. A few methods have addressed the transfer of hand-designed and simulated garments to new body shapes (Brouet et al. 2012; Guan et al. 2012) . For example, DRAPE (Guan et al. 2012 ) uses simulated garments on many subjects in many poses to learn an approximate model of garments that can be automatically applied to new body shapes and motions. The results, however, are oversmoothed and lack the detail of realistic clothing or high-quality simulation.
There are also many systems that address virtual try-on. Many address simple texture overlay (Hilsmann and Eisert 2009) or overlay of garments in relatively static poses (Sekine et al. 2014) . None of the above address 4D clothing capture.
Shape under clothing. Putting garments on new body shapes often first involves removing the clothing from scans of people. Like Stoll et al. (2010) , Hasler et al. (2009) estimate the shape and pose of a body under clothing but do so only from a single static 3D scan. They do not extract the clothing or retarget it to new bodies. Balan and Black (2008) estimate 3D body shape under clothing using several poses but do so from 2D image data. Neophytou and Hilton (2014) take sequences of 3D scans in correspondence and estimate an underlying body shape and pose as well as a deformation from this shape; they describe the shape, pose, and the clothing deviation as being three "layers. " Given a sequence they learn a model of how clothing deviates from the body and use this to cloth new body shapes. Like Neophytou and Hilton, we think of the minimally clothed shape as a layer, but unlike them, we segment the clothing into distinct meshes and have multiple clothing pieces that can overlap. This improves realism.
Other recent work estimates parametric body shape under clothing from multiple scans (Wuhrer et al. 2014) or scan sequences (Yang et al. 2016) . These methods lack detail and accuracy. Recent work solves not only for a parametric model but allows constrained deviations from this (Zhang et al. 2017 ). This produces significantly more accurate and realistic results.
Performance capture. Surface capture methods capture time varying geometry. There is a large literature in this area but most methods treat the body and clothing as a single deforming mesh. Vlasic et al. (2008) propose a multi-pass approach that involves fitting a skeleton to visual hulls, deforming the template according to the skeleton, and finally deforming the template to fit image silhouettes. In related work, Gall et al. (2009) require an initial model from a laser scan and manually insert a skeleton. De Aguiar et al. (2008) forego the skeleton and do performance capture of the full body in clothing from multiple cameras. They require a laser scan of the person in the clothing and then deform it. Although impressive results are achieved, most of the detail is derived from the initial laser scan. Other works also use a free-form surface (Collet et al. 2015; Innmann et al. 2016; Newcombe et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2016 ) but can not separate the clothing from the person and can not retarget it. To make tracking stable one option is to learn the correspondences between frames (Dou et al. 2016) or to a common template (Pons-Moll et al. 2015b) . Wu et al. (2012) capture fine wrinkle details using shading, obviating the need for a laser scan. Tejera et al. (2013) capture 4D data (3D meshes over time) and align the surfaces in time (SurfCap). For a subject they build a model of their space of deformations. Given new mocap data they animate the person. They do not retarget clothing to new bodies and the meshes are of fairly low spatial resolution, so that wrinkles are not prominent. Similarly, Huang et al. (2015) leverage captured 4D data and corresponding video to retrieve new animations using a skeleton to query the database. Novel view textures are rendered using the approach of Casas et al. (2014) . While this approach interpolates motion for a captured subject, it does not allow the body shape to be easily changed. Robertini et al. (2014) use a novel photo-consistency objective function to add fine-scale cloth details into a deforming mesh captured with multiple video cameras. The results are quite smooth and the clothing is not segmented.
There is also work on 4D capture and modeling of soft-tissue deformations for bodies in limited clothing Loper et al. 2015; Pons-Moll et al. 2015a) . Clothing is more complex to capture and model because of the multiple pieces, layering, changing occlusion relationships, material properties, wrinkles and folds.
Garment capture. As an alternative to simulation, several methods attempt to extract garments directly from 3D or 4D data. Bradley et al. (2008) capture single garments worn by a person performing slow careful movements. The method requires manual intervention and does not capture multiple garments and the body pose. The capture system results in relatively low wrinkle detail but provides a first proof of concept. Popa et al. (2009) use image edges to estimate where wrinkles are and then put them back into the 3D mesh. We go beyond their work to capture the full body, multiple garments, the body shape underneath, and show how to retarget garments. White et al. (2007) use a custom pattern printed on garments to make video-based 3D capture easier, effectively providing dense markers. We do not require a special texture and capture multiple garments at once. They show manual editing of the captured garments but not transfer to new shapes. They show animation of pants from motion capture but rig the recovered model manually. Zhou et al. (2013) capture garment shape from a single image using manual intervention and shape-from-shading to get fine wrinkle detail. They also compute the shape and pose of the body and show animation of captured garments on new bodies. Chen et al. (2015) describe a system for capturing and modeling garments using a Kinect-based scan of a person. The system uses shape and appearance to parse (segment) a mesh into clothing pieces. They then find similar parts in a database of synthetic clothing parts and stitch a 3D garment together from the parts. The result does not look exactly like the scan but captures the style. Subjects remain still and are rotated on a turntable during capture; they do not capture clothing in motion. Recent work leverages synthetic renderings from physical simulation to learn mappings from images to 3D garments using deep learning (Danecek et al. 2017) . A specific model per garment type needs to be trained and image segmentation is required. Such methods would benefit from the more realistic training data produced by ClothCap.
Clothing segmentation. There are several methods for segmenting clothing in static images (called "parsing" in the computer vision community). An example of recent work exploits a training set of labeled garments and uses convolution neural networks for segmentation (Liang et al. 2015) . This work does not address 3D meshes.
Pixels instead of vertices. An alternative to 3D capture is video retrieval and warping (Xu et al. 2011) where they look up video with the right motions and use an image-based approach. Jain et al. (2010) fit an unclothed parametric body model to multi-camera and monocular image data. They then reshape the body and warp the image texture of the foreground appropriately results look realistic. They do not capture the 3D shape of wrinkles and cannot change the camera view. That is, they do not capture or model 3D clothing shape. 
OUTLINE
Our method has four basic steps that we summarize here and then describe in detail in the following sections.
Step 0: Setup. To capture a particular class of garments, we have to define the number of garments N garm and a very weak spatial prior about where garments could be on the body, see Fig. 2 Setup. We show in Section 5.2 that this prior is very crude and easy to define. For now we focus on clothing that has a topology that is easily mapped to the body. We later extend this to more challenging topologies, such as skirts. Here we use the SMPL body model (Loper et al. 2015) , which we describe in more detail in the following section. After this setup step, all other steps are automatic.
For a particular subject we estimate a minimally clothed shape (MCS); i.e. the shape of the subject without clothes. This MCS could be estimated using an existing technique (Zhang et al. 2017 ), but, since we are capturing a 4D scan of the subject, capturing an additional minimally clothed scan requires little extra time or effort. We then align the body model to the minimally clothed scan to obtain the subject's MCS. Finally we assume that all scan sequences begin roughly with an "A" pose.
Step 1: Segmentation. The 4D scans include geometry and color information but, of course, contain noise and missing data. Since segmenting these raw scans is difficult, we break the problem into two substeps.
Step 1a: Single mesh alignment. As a first step we align an undressed SMPL body model to the scan sequences (Section 5.1). We deform the body model to fit the observed data and initialize each frame with the result of the previous frame. The output of this step is a sequence of lower-resolution, registered, meshes (Fig. 2 ).
Step 1b: Segmentation. We then use our segmentation prior and a Markov random field to segment each scan frame in the sequence (Section 5.2). This gives a segmentation of the single mesh alignments, and a per vertex segmentation of the scans. We use single mesh alignment segmentation of the first frame, (which is roughly in an "A" pose) to define a segmented cloth template that determines the garment piece topology but not the geometry (Fig. 3a) . We then discard the single mesh alignments.
Step 2: Multi-cloth alignment. We deform the segmented cloth template to fit the segmented scan of the first frame and obtain a multi-cloth template (Fig. 3b) . The multi-cloth template captures both the topology and the geometry of the garments and the skin (Section 5.3).
The alignment is similar to the single-mesh alignment but here each garment piece is tracked to match the segmented scan data (Fig. 2) . Furthermore, the segmentation allows us to define part specific terms in our objective function. This optimization involves a term to regularize the boundaries of the garment, e.g. at the arms, neck, waist, and ankles. In addition, we include a smoothness term for the cloth parts. This step outputs multi-cloth aligned scans ( Fig. 3c) , which are deformations of the multi-cloth template. Therefore, every garment in every frame is aligned to a common template.
Step 3: Retargeting. Retargeting a garment involves two steps, preparation and dressing. First we need a source sequence of a person moving in a garment that we want to retarget. From this sequence we estimate the MCS and compute a multi-cloth alignment but this is not enough for retargeting. In the preparation step, we estimate a time-varying undressed shape that may deviate from the MCS and we estimate how the clothing is displaced from this body shape in the reference T-pose. We do this for every frame in the source sequence. In the dressing step, given a new target body shape, we dress it performing the same motion as the source body by simply applying the clothing displacements to the new body in the reference T-pose and posing it as in the source sequence. The following sections provide the details of the full method.
BODY MODEL
ClothCap is built on the skinned vertex based model, SMPL (Loper et al. 2015) . The SMPL model is a function that takes pose and shape parameters and produces a watertight triangulated mesh with 6890 vertices and 13, 776 triangles.
To fix ideas and define notation, meshes and surfaces are denoted using capital calligraphic math, (e.g. M). Matrices and vectors of concatenated mesh vertex coordinates are denoted with capital and bold face (e.g. M). In this way, a mesh is defined by a vector of N vertices and a matrix of F faces M = {M ∈ R 3N , F ∈ R F ×3 }. Single vertices are denoted by lower case bold face x ∈ R 3 . Finally, functions are denoted using capital letters (e.g. M (·)). Following this notation, the SMPL body model is a function M (β, θ ), parameterized by shape and pose. The output of this function are the deformed vertices of a triangulated surface. The shape parameters β are PCA coefficients of a low-dimensional shape space, learned from thousands of registered scans. In this work we use 50 coefficients: β ∈ R 50 . The pose of the body is determined by angular rotations in a kinematic structure containing K = 23 joints. Every relative rotation between parts is parameterized using the axis-angle representation. Hence, the full pose θ ∈ R 72 consists of 23 × 3 + 3 parameters, 3 parameters per joint plus 3 for the global orientation. The global translation t adds 3 additional parameters. SMPL relies on a linear blend skinning (LBS) skinning function, W (V, J, θ, W) : R 3N ×3K × |θ |× |W | → R 3N , that takes the unposed vertices in the rest pose (or zero pose),V, joint locations J, a pose θ , and the blend weights W, and returns the posed vertices. Here, and in the remainder of the paper, unposed vertices are denoted with a bar on top. SMPL effectively parameterizes the skinning function with pose and shape by
where B S (β ) ∈ R 3N and B P (θ ) ∈ R 3N are vectors of vertices representing offsets from the mean shapeT. We refer to these as shape and pose blend shapes respectively. The joint locations are inferred using a learned sparse regressor matrix J reg ∈ R 3K ×3N from the unposed shape, that is J (β ) = J reg (T + B S (β )). The SMPL hyper-parameters of SMPL are learned from roughly 4, 000 body scans of different people from the CAESAR dataset (Robinette et al. 2002) , and another 1600 scans of people in a wide variety of poses. For more details see (Loper et al. 2015) . In our work, the SMPL body model will be used to explain both human body meshes (with no clothes on), as well as clothed meshes. All concepts in Fig. 2 rely on the SMPL model. Thus here we effectively extend SMPL to also model, manipulate, and pose garments.
CLOTH CAPTURE: METHODS 5.1 Single mesh alignment
Our goal is to bring all the temporal 3D scans, S j k , for a subject j in a particular garment into correspondence by aligning (registering) the SMPL model to all of them. We do this in two stages. The first stage aligns (or registers) SMPL to one scan of the subject in clothing. This will provide a rough template shape that captures the clothing geometry. We use this in the second stage to track the shape over a sequence of scans.
In the first stage, a subject-specific clothed single mesh, A j , is computed based on the first frame of the sequence, which we assume is in an "A" pose. The SMPL model is deformed to explain the first frame. This provides a subject-specific template mesh, including the geometry of the clothing.
Second, we use the sequence-specific template from the first stage and align it to all scans, S j k in the sequence. The process is fully automatic.
5.1.1 Stage 1: Subject-specific single mesh model. Each subject j, in a particular garment, is captured performing a variety of movements starting with an A-pose, obtaining a set of scans S j . We take the first frame of each sequence, S j 1 . We register a common template to these scans using a method similar to (Pons-Moll et al. 2015a ) that regularizes the aligned templates to be similar to a SMPL model.
Specifically we simultaneously solve for the low-D subject-specific body shape parameters, β, the scan-specific pose parameters, θ , and a deformed template, A, that minimize
where E д is the data term and E c , E θ and E β are priors.
Data term: this encourages the deformed template, A, to be close to the scan surface. For all points, x s , on the surface of the scan, S, we minimize the point to surface distance dist(·) to the alignment A; where ρ (e) = e 2 /(σ 2 + e 2 ) is a robust Geman-McClure penalty function with bandwidth σ
Coupling term: this encourages the alignment deformations to be close to the best SMPL model and vice versa; it plays an important role in regularizing the deformation of the template A. While one could enforce that the vertices of the alignment remain close to the vertices of SMPL, this penalizes heavily tangential motion along the surface, which happens often with clothing. Hence, we enforce instead the edges of the alignment A t,e (e denotes an edge of triangle t) to remain close to the edges of SMPL. By an abuse of notation, we denote as as M t,e (β, θ ) the edges of the SMPL mesh corresponding to the vertices M (β, θ ). The coupling energy is
where the scalar weight, w t , is set empirically to increase the coupling strength for parts like hands and feet where the scans are noisy and no clothing is occluding the body shape.
Pose prior: This enforces the pose to be close to an A pose at this stage. This is easily achieved by fitting a Gaussian distribution N (µ θ , Σ θ ) to the poses of the pose dataset that are labeled as Aposes. This term then penalizes large Mahalanobis distances
Shape prior: SMPL provides a Gaussian prior over body shapes defined by the diagonal covariance matrix Σ β . The Mahalanobis distance then constrains the shape to be within the space of human bodies:
Optimization is performed using different weights. We first set the regularizer weights such that the optimization initially performs model-only alignment to fit the SMPL parameters to the scan. Initially, the regularizer weights w c , w θ , w β are large to help prevent the solution finding local optima. In particular, we initially set the coupling weight w c to infinite, effectively performing a model-only alignment first. This converges to a reasonable initial body shape and pose underneath the cloth. Then the regularizer weights are decreased and the data weight increased, allowing the aligned mesh, A, to deform away from the body shape to explain the outer cloth surfaces.
Since the objective in Eq. (3) is highly non-convex, initialization plays an important role. Here we initialize the pose, θ , to µ θ , the shape to the mean shape (β = 0), and the registration edges, A t,e , to the model edges, M t,e (β, θ k ).
Cloth template: From the optimization, we obtain a registered surface A = {A, F} in a given pose θ . However, an aligned mesh A can not be reposed so it can not be used to regularize the fitting process for the rest of the sequences. Hence, we compute a clothed template (in "T"-pose), by solving the following optimization problem:
This computes the unposed meshĀ that, when posed, matches the alignment A; see (Loper et al. 2015) .
is a function that takes as input a pose and the unposed vertices and produces posed vertices. This function is effectively the SMPL model with the shape fixed and set toĀ, which captures the clothing.
5.1.2 Stage 2: subject-specific sequence registration. Given subject specific single mesh models, C (Ā, θ ), we align the template to the full sequences of scans S k , while regularizing the solution to the subject-specific model by minimizing
where E д (·) is the same as in Eq. (3) and E ′ c (A k , θ k ) is a modified coupling term that regularizes the edges of the solution to be close to the edges of the single mesh model. Note that for tight clothing the single mesh model is already a reasonable approximation but for loose apparel it can differ significantly from reality. We initialize the optimization at each frame with the pose from the previous frame and therefore the pose prior E θ (·), is not needed. or unlikely to be (red). First row: priors of the configuration "t-shirt long pants" consisting of "Skin", "T-shirt" and "Pants". Second row: priors of the configuration "jersey short pants", consisting of "Skin", "Jersey" and "Pants". Notice how the priors are coarsely defined.
we use the aligned mesh obtained during the subject-specific single mesh model creation step. Results of single mesh alignments can be seen in Figure 5 . Since the template is single closed mesh, cloth boundaries are not properly tracked and hence results lack realism. Furthermore, they suffer from surface sliding: this means motion tangential to the surface is not well tracked. Below we segment the scans and the templates to track the boundaries and constrain tracking.
Body model aided segmentation
We argue that a segmentation of the scan data into garment parts makes the subsequent task of alignment easier, allowing us to track the garment boundaries more accurately. Unfortunately, clothing segmentation itself is a hard problem (Fig. 6) . Fortunately, segmentation can benefit from 3D shape information. The single mesh alignments, while inaccurate, provide additional information about the body parts and how to segment the mesh into garments. To that end, instead of solving the segmentation problem in the image domain, where no shape information is available, we perform segmentation directly on the graph given by the alignment itself. This also has the strong advantage of not suffering from self occlusions; e.g., the arm occluding the shirt is not a problem in our formulation since the arm and the shirt are topologically very far apart. More formally, let us introduce one random variable v i , for every vertex in our template mesh i ∈ T . These random variables can take discrete values s i ∈ {0 . . . N garm }, where 0 corresponds to the skin and N garm are the number of garments the person is wearing. With some abuse of notation, we solve for the collection of random variables v = {v i | i ∈ T } that minimize the following cost function Fig. 5 . The relevance of a multi-cloth model. We show 2 triplets with: scan, single-mesh alignment and multi-cloth alignment. The first frame is accurately segmented by both Steps, but in a later frame, the single mesh alignment can not accurately track the garment. The t-shirt (in lavender) is explained by the wrong set of vertices. The single-mesh alignment could be improved using an appearance based term. However, a single mesh is not able to model the gap between the trousers and the t-shirt. Using a different mesh to track each garment better matches the physical situation. where φ i is a node-dependent unary term and ψ i j is a binary term.
Unary term:
The unary term encodes the negative log likelihood of node i taking label v i
where the first term is the data likelihood term and the second term ϵ is a garment prior over body parts.
Data likelihood term:
We fit a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to the appearance of each of the garments. Then, for every scan point x j in the neighborhood B i (S) of node i, we evaluate the likelihood under the fitted GMM:
where I (x j ) is the HSV appearance of scan point x j , and µ m s , Σ m s are the mean and covariance of mixture mode m of segmentation class s. Note that in order to be more robust to illumination changes we fit the GMM in HSV space instead of RGB. To train the GMM, we use the first frame in the "A" pose. The segmentation for this frame is obtained automatically by replacing the GMM probabilities p j with a simpler unsupervised K-means voting scheme.
The appearance model is sensitive to noise, shadows and illumination changes. See the obtained results using only the appearance term, second column of Fig. 6 . Consequently, we add a rough garment prior term that encodes prior knowledge of plausible garment segmentations.
Garment prior: This encodes intuitive information such as: the torso nodes are likely to be T-shirt while hands and head have to be unclothed (skin). To that end, we leverage the underlying segmentation of the body into parts that is provided by SMPL. This prior is manually defined per garment configuration (see Fig. 4 ). Formally, we define two kinds of priors, (1) a node i is likely to be label l i ∈ {0 . . . N garm } in which case ϵ i (s) = 1 − δ (s − l i ) (2) a node i can not take a certain label in which case ϵ i (s) = δ (s − l i ).
In particular, for the case of a t-shirt and long trousers (first row of Fig. 4 ), the nodes of the head, hands and feet should be labeled as "skin, " and the nodes of the torso should be labeled "shirt". This is a very conservative prior. Notice that we do not make any hard assumption about the top of the trousers since the belly of the subject could be visible. This sort of intuitive prior knowledge effectively improves segmentation as illustrated in Fig. 6 . Pairwise term: This smoothness term encourages neighboring pixels to have the same label. This term is extremely simple; given the adjacency matrix Z of size N × N of our template mesh, where N is the number of vertices in T , the term is
taking cost 1 if nodes i and j are neighbors and take different labels, and cost 0 otherwise. We minimize the energy in Eq. (11) using alpha expansion. The resulting segmentation is a per node label, s i , for each random variable, v i = s i , indicating to which garment a node belongs. During the multi-cloth alignment it is very important that the boundaries of the garments match correctly. Therefore, we split the single mesh alignment into garment pieces, and for every connected mesh we detect the boundaries by identifying the edges of the mesh with only one face. Furthermore, we can easily identify and label the different boundaries of every garment. We use again the Fig. 7 . Segmentation results: rows of scan geometry segmentations, shirt (top row), pants (bottom row). After solving the discrete MRF on the body topology we propagate the obtained labels back to the scan. This results in segmented scans S k . Boundaries (shown in white) can be easily identified and are propagated to the scans. Such labels provide important information for the multi-cloth alignment step. They allow ClothCap to estimate consistent geometry with smooth boundaries. garment prior information, which relates garments to the body. Using the body parts, we automatically assign labels all the garment boundaries (e.g. right sleeve, top of the t-shirt or bottom). This will facilitate the matching process in the multi-cloth alignment stage. Finally, the segmentation labels in the single mesh alignment are mapped back to the scan by finding the closest scan points to each mesh vertex.
The result is a per scan point label indicating wether it is skin or one of the garments. Figure 7 shows some results of segmentation of the scan vertices, where the red and green parts correspond to different garments. If the scan point corresponds to a boundary vertex in the model, then it gets a label indicating which garment boundary it corresponds to; these are all shown as white vertices in Fig. 7 . Hence we obtain a per frame vector of labels denoted as v s,k . Using those labels we segment the scan into garment parts (Fig. 7) . These labels provide very important additional information that we use to reconstruct and track the garment geometry together with the body over time.
Multi-cloth alignment
We reformulate the alignment problem in a more constrained way. The input scan has been segmented into N garm + 1 meshes S = {S 0 , . . . , S N garm }, see Fig. 7 . As we did in the single mesh alignment (Sec. 5.2) we perform the multi-cloth alignment in two stages that use the same objective function. In a first stage we compute a single subject-specific multi-cloth template using one frame, which has also N garm + 1 parts as shown in Fig. 8 c. In a second stage we use the multi-cloth template to regularize the temporal alignments. Each template part is used to align and track the corresponding scan vertices. The main difference with the single mesh alignment (Sec. 5.1) is that now the template and the scan are segmented into parts; furthermore we know the correspondence between parts in a b c d Fig. 8 . Multi-cloth template extraction. Using the segmentation labels on the alignment for the first frame we break the mean shape body into a segmented cloth template (b). The segmented cloth template is then deformed to explain each cloth piece and the skin of the first frame scan (a). This results in the multi-cloth template (c). Since every vertex of the multi-cloth template is associated with one body model vertex, we can easily repose it (d) using SMPL. This reposing is critical for tracking the garments accurately over time. The extracted multi-cloth template is used to register all the dynamic sequences. In this way we align all scans to a common template.
the template and scan making alignment easier. From now on we refer to the "Skin" part with the super-index 0.
5.3.1 Stage 1: Subject-specific multi-cloth template. We illustrate the computation of a multi-cloth templateL in Fig. 8 . We first break the SMPL mean shape body into a segmented cloth template (Fig. 8  b) using the segmentation labels on the single mesh alignment of the first frame of a sequence. The segmented cloth template is then deformed to explain each cloth piece and the skin of the first frame scan (Fig. 8 a) . This results in the multi-cloth template (Fig. 8 c) . The multi-cloth template is computed only once per subject and clothing configuration. Then it is kept fix to align all sequences. Let C (L, θ ) = {C 0 (L, θ ), . . . , C N garm (L, θ )} denote the multi-cloth model function that takes a multi-cloth templateL, and poses it in a given pose θ . An example result can be seen in Fig. 8 d. Let us introduce the multi-cloth mesh alignments L which consist of a set of parts L = {L 0 , . . . , L N garm }. A multi-cloth alignment has the same topology as C but its vertices are free variables to optimize. We note these vertices with L. Our goal now is to compute multi-cloth alignments L that best fit the scan data. We minimize the following objective:
Similar to the single mesh alignment optimization, E ′ д , and E b are data terms and E ′ c , E stretch , E smth are priors. At every frame k the variables of the optimization are
Note that we optimize the vertices L k of the the multi-cloth alignment L k but the topology remains constant during tracking.
To simplify notation we drop the frame index k in the following. We modify the data and coupling terms in Eq. (3) to include segmentation information.
Data term:
We enforce each alignment mesh L l to match with its corresponding segmented scan mesh S l using Eq. (4) for each part:
Boundary term: The vertices on the surface boundaries provide a very useful constraint on how the garments can deform. Each garment surface provides rings at its extremity points. On the scan, the rings are obtained from the labels v s,k , whereas on the segmented cloth template, the mesh ring topology is constant and consists of all edges with two vertices on a boundary. Let B r (·) be a function that takes a mesh and returns the corresponding mesh ring r . Then we can force the multi-cloth alignment boundaries to match the scan boundary vertices by minimizing
Note that the correspondence between the R l different garment rings r (e.g., bottom of shirt, left sleeve,... ) is known for each garment l. Note also that we do not match the skin boundaries; i.e. the sum over garments in Eq. (17) starts at l = 1. We want to emphasize that this term is generic enough to handle boundaries in skirts or even open jackets.
Coupling term: Similar to the coupling term in the single mesh alignment, this term couples the solution to be close to a posed multicloth model C (L, θ ). Using a clothed scan in an "A-pose", we optimize the SMPL subject-specific shape parameters β j and initializeL = M (β j , 0). To independently couple each garment, we use Eq. (5) to define the multi-cloth coupling term
Cloth deformation terms: We include two additional prior terms for the garments: a Laplacian term and an additional smoothness term for the boundaries.
The Laplacian term: In order to keep the garment meshes well behaved we include a Laplacian term (Sorkine 2006; Sorkine et al. 2004) . Given a mesh with adjacency matrix Z, the graph Laplacian is obtained as G lap = I − H −1 Z where H is a diagonal matrix such that H ii equals the number of neighbors of vertex x i . We minimize the squared norm of the mesh differential coordinates for the garments
where ∥·∥ F denotes the matrix Frobenious norm. This term penalizes deviations of vertices from the center of mass of its neighbors. This avoids triangle flips and spikes, and results in more robust tracking. Boundary smoothness term: Since the boundary detections from the segmentation algorithm are noisy, it is important to enforce that alignment boundaries are smooth. We enforce the smoothness by penalizing a second order derivative of the boundary rings. Given a set of ordered boundary vertices for every ring x r,n (where r indexes rings and n indexes the points in the ring) the term is
We solve Eq. 15 in a first frame in "A" pose, and we unpose the result to obtain an updated subject specific multi-cloth templateL. The unposing is done as before using Eq. (8). A computed multi-cloth template for one subject is illustrated in Fig. 8 c. 5.3.2 Stage 2: Subject-specific sequence registration. Given a subject specific multi-cloth templateL we optimize Eq. (15) for all the sequence frames. At every frame k the variables of optimization are
and the coupling term in Eq. (18) uses the updated templateL
5.3.3 Implementation details. We use the same set of weights for all the results in the experiments w д = 1000, w b = 20, w c = 1.5, w s = 200, w a = 20. Weights were set empirically so that the terms are balanced (errors of roughly the same order of magnitude). The scan units are millimeters. When we compute the multi-cloth template (in the first frame in "A" pose) we set the weight higher w s = 2000 to obtain a smooth template without pose-dependent wrinkles.
Retargeting
Our goal is to retarget the cloth from a subject, cap, to a new subject, target. To this end, two steps are required, a preparation step to compute displacements between the multi-cloth alignments and the underlying body shape and a dressing step to apply those displacements to a novel target shape. The multi-cloth alignment method only tracks the visible part of the skin, and thus the full underlying body shape is not computed, see Fig. 9 left images.
Preparation: we compute a minimally clothed shape (MCS)N cap of the subject. To do so, we scanned subjects wearing minimal clothes (tight fitting sports underwear) and fitted the body model to the scans. This provides us a good estimation of the static MCS of each subject. This step could be replaced by an automatic method to estimate shape under clothing (Zhang et al. 2017 ).
Ideally, one option to obtain the shape underneath the dynamic multi-cloth alignments would be to simply pose the MCS with the estimated alignment poses θ k . However, the body shape stretches and compresses as we move and SMPL (while powerful) does not model such changes to the required accuracy.
Therefore, we estimate at every frame a time varying shape. We minimize an objective function that forces the shape to remain inside the cloth and tight to the visible parts of the multi-cloth alignment; for more details on the objective function we refer to (Zhang et al. 2017) . Here, to make the problem better behaved we constrain the shape to remain close to the MCS. This results in time varying undressed shapesN k that lie inside the multi-cloth alignmentsL k . All the processing is done in the unposed space (T pose), and therefore alignments and shapes have a superscript bar.
From the captured undressed subject shapes,N cap k
, and multicloth alignmentsL cap k we compute two sets of displacements: the dynamic shape displacementsD dyna and the cloth displacements. The first ones encode time varying body shape deformations while the second ones encode cloth deformations. The dynamic shape displacements are computed as:
and the cloth displacements are computed per garment as
where U l cloth is a mask matrix that selects the undressed vertices corresponding to garment l.
Dressing: now given a novel shape we obtain the undressed shape as:
The deformed garment on the new shape is obtained as
For a given frame k the shape is then posed with the captured multicloth pose θ k . The retarget result of a subject onto itself allows us to have an animation of the cloth and the full body underneath, see Fig. 9 right images. More results retargeting to new shapes are illustrated in the experiments. This illustrates the power of the proposed multi-cloth model.
EXPERIMENTS 6.1 Multi-cloth alignment results
In order to evaluate our method, we captured different subjects with different clothes performing a range of dynamic motions including running, jumping, posing or punching. We show results for a variety of garments including jeans, t-shirts, dres shirts, tops, shorts, jerseys and even skirts. In Fig. 10 we present results of the multi-cloth alignments. We find that the automatically computed segmentation greatly constrains the fitting process allowing different constraints for cloth and skin regions. The computed cloth boundaries help the method to accurately estimate and track the garment over time. In Fig. 11 we show the top part of the multi-cloth alignments. Notice Fig. 10 . Results of the multi-cloth alignments with shape underneath presented in pairs of (scan, result) . From top to bottom we present different garments: t-shirt with shorts, jersey with shorts and t-shirt with skirt. Fig. 11 . Multi-cloth results. We present pairs of scans and multi-cloth results for two tops, a dress shirt a t-shirt. Notice how many of the wrinkles are captured by the aligned multi-cloth model. In order to capture the remaining high-frequency wrinkles, one could use a higher resolution segmented cloth template.
how the boundaries of the cloth are properly tracked, and the wrinkles in each frame captured. The sequences can be seen in the in the video.
Garments with topology different from the body. For garments with the same topology as the body, such as shirts and pants, our method for garment extraction is fully automatic (except for the crude segmentation prior explained in Section 5.2). For garments with topology different from the body such as skirts we need an extra manual step. To obtain the garment geometry we start with the automatic scan segmentation of the skirt. This provides a point cloud with noise and holes. Therefore, we cleaned the point cloud, and re-topologized it. If a garment template is available, this step could have been skipped. To associate the skirt with the model we associated all vertices with the root joint of SMPL. In this way, the skirt rotates and translates with the root motions; while this is a simplification it serves as a good template for tracking. After the template is available we use the exact same approach as before; results can be seen in Fig. 10 . Notice how the skirt is nicely captured with sharp boundaries. 
Dynamic Retargeting
One of the powerful features of ClothCap is that the cloth is associated with a body model. This is not only useful for capture but also for retargeting to new bodies. Figure 12 shows results of retargeting of dynamic cloth sequences to different bodies. Our method produces compelling results even for highly dynamic motions such as running (please see the video). This provides a foundation for virtual try-on. A clothing retailer can scan a professional model once in a variety of clothing and then this real clothing can be retargeted to any body shape, which we animate with the original motion.
Changing the body shape
Animators might also want to edit the body shape without having to manually re-adjust all the clothing pieces. This can be easily S S T T Fig. 13 . Changing the body shape. The source (S) multi-cloth alignment allows retargeting captured clothing to a modified shape (T), producing realistic results.
achieved with ClothCap. We simply add weight to a subject using the SMPL body model and retarget the captured clothing sequence to this novel shape. See Fig. 13 and supplementary video.
Dressing the CAESAR dataset
To show the generalisation of our method to novel shapes we took the static shapes from the CAESAR dataset (Robinette et al. 2002) and we dressed them with the clothes of one of our captured subjects. This can be seen in Figure 15 , where we show retargeting results for male subjects and for female subjects. Since the capture system also records RGB images we also add texture to the captured garments and visualize it on new bodies.
Virtual clothing from a single image
We further demonstrate the applicability of our method by retargeting clothing to virtual avatars reconstructed from an image in Fig. 14.
Here we use the approach of Lassner et al. (2017) that estimates an average shape and a 3D pose from a single image. We first dress the bodies in a T-pose and then repose the multi-cloth meshes using the multi-cloth model function. This shows a potential virtual try-on application: a user takes a picture, chooses a clothing item that was already captured (e.g, by a clothing retailer) using ClothCap and obtains a clothed avatar. Note that a more detailed MCS could be obtained using shape word ratings (Streuber et al. 2016 ). 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented what we think is the most sophisticated method to date for capturing clothing in motion. We rely on a multi-cloth 3D model of the body and clothing. Given high resolution 4D scans, we segment the garments, estimate the undressed body shape, and track the clothing surface over time. We have demonstrated several applications relevant for virtual-try on among others. Clothing can be swapped, reshaped to new bodies, and reposed to some degree. We see this as a first step towards the statistical modeling of clothing from scans.
Limitations. There are several limitations to the method. The next step will be to model: 1) more complex garments like collars, cuffs, buttons, etc.; 2) open jackets, which are partially connected to the body and partially not; and 3) clothing items like ties, capes, and scarfs, which do not necessarily have a fixed relationship with the body.
Here we focused on a model with three parts (body, pants and shirt), and future work should look at more garments, including estimating the number of garments automatically (as done in layered optical flow estimation (Sun et al. 2010) ). Our method estimates the undressed shape as a post-process step; future work will investigate the problem of capturing cloth and the MCS jointly in one step. This involves reasoning about occlusion and intersection between garments during optimization, which is challenging. We will also investigate the use of Inertial Measurement Units on the body (von 1 Credits: First and third row images b) reproduced from Dantone et al. (2014) , second row image b) reproduced from Johnson and Everingham (2010) . Marcard et al. 2016 Marcard et al. , 2017 to facilitate the estimation of pose and the MCS with very baggy clothing.
We also need to deal with layers that never become fully disoccluded; e.g. can we infer what the top of pants look like even if we never see them? Currently we only track the visible parts of the garments and not their occluded parts. Here we have adopted a staged strategy for optimizing the segmentation, alignment, and undressed shape. While practical, better results could likely be obtained by a more integrated objective function and joint optimization strategy.
We showed that captured garments can be retargeted to new body shapes, are automatically rigged, and can be reposed. This retargetting is not physically realistic in terms of wrinkles. The reposing uses linear blend skinning with pose-dependent blend shapes copied from the SMPL body model. These blend shapes are learned to model changes in minimally cloth body shapes in different poses, but do not correctly model clothing deformations. While the reposed garments generally look realistic, and may be sufficient for some virtual try-on applications, a more sophisticated model is needed for animation that modifies the wrinkles with body pose; that is, we need a model of clothing blend shapes that capture wrinkles. Our ClothCap system provides the training data needed for researchers to learn such a model.
Future work. If we are able to scan many garments in motion then, given a single scan of a new garment, we should be able to find similar garments and animate the new garment realistically. This is a key technology that would enable an easy to use virtual try-on system. An on-line seller scans the garment once and then any shopper can visualize the garment on their body.
The garment prior from Fig. 4 must be manually specified. Although the task is not cumbersome, a per garment specific prior could be learned or automatically inferred from different scans of the garment. This way, more challenging garments could be segmented and tracked.
Future work should also explore the use of higher-resolution meshes for the clothing parts or use displacement maps to capture more wrinkle detail. While higher resolution meshes are interesting, applications for video games might benefit from even lower resolutions. With our existing technology, making simple clothing (e.g. sports outfits) that can be transferred to video game characters should be feasible.
Here we have not focused on capturing material appearance but, given our surface estimates, it should be possible to extract good reflectance information enabling relighting of garments. Also, given our multi-cloth segmentation and 4D data, we could also revisit the methods (Kim et al. 2017; Stoll et al. 2010 ) to estimate physical parameters for each garment and body separately, enabling a physics-based animation of the segmented garments. Moreover, adding appearance information to the tracking framework as in should result in even more stable tracking results.
Our segmentation method uses a fairly weak model of image appearance. Recent work in computer vision addresses the segmentation of clothing in images using neural networks. Networks trained for these problems may be readily adapted to our problem, which combines color and shape information. Thus, for very Fig. 15 . CAESAR bodies dressed. Given a single capture of a garment we can trivially retarget it to any novel body shape. We demonstrate this by dressing many subjects with a plausible result. Left column: MCS of the CAESAR subjects; middle column: dressed subjects with garment color coded. Right column: subjects dressed and texture applied on the cloth. complex appearance patterns, more powerful unaries coming from neural networks could be easily integrated into our formulation.
Future work will investigate capture and retargeting of clothing items such as belts, ties, jackets, frills/ruffles, capes, etc. Accessories such as bags, which do not have a clear mapping to the body, can not be handled with our approach and remain an open and challenging problem. Finally, we should be able to dress cartoon characters as well as long as the body shape is in correspondence with our body mesh.
